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Chapter 1 Smart Cards oe the Technology behind the Card
Smart cards have been a part of the global economy ever since the banking and financial industries learned of their capabilities. Rather than customers using traditional currency, European companies' in particular leveraged key aspects of smart cards in order to encourage their use. Using the security inherent in these new digital wonders called smart cards, consumers no longer had to ensure they carried various denominations of currency to get them through the day. The financial industry particularly liked one aspect of the smart card -the ability to track a consumer's spending habits, and that in most cases, transactions conducted with smart cards were secure and therefore absent from fraud. But the real question for smart cards was to determine how far this technology could be pushed. For the DoD, the answer lay in years of development and testing, to where finally, the military felt that smart cards could be the single card to replace the military ID card for active duty and RC personnel, with potential follow-on applications in later years. But is this wholesale replacement of ID cards for RC personnel the panacea envisioned, or are there more questions to be answered? The answer lies in knowing the capabilities offered by smart cards, and in particular, what key questions need to be asked about our RC personnel to ensure their specific concerns are addressed in any implementation plan.
What follows next in this chapter is a review of the history of smart cards since their inception, and a look at the particular technology that has enabled smart cards to become such a pervasive force in this new century. 1 Smart card technology began its life overseas when various inventors in Germany, Japan and France filed the original patents. Due to constraints imposed primarily by the lack of experience in the semiconductor industry, smart cards did not really come into favor until the mid 1980's. Once the initial technological hurdles had been cleared, the French financial and telecom industries began to flood the market with these new cards. The public was quick to accept this new technological innovation, especially as it offered a realistic option to carrying large amounts of cash. The net result was that the smart card industry has blossomed, allowing more than one billion cards per year to be shipped since 1998.
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There are basically two types of smart cards that are being used today. They are known as contact and contactless cards. The contact card requires that the card be inserted into a reader, which allows a direct connection to the embedded computer chip. Through this physical contact, the card can have data transferred to it or read from it. The other option, the contactless card, only requires close proximity to a reader to do its job. In this case, both the reader and the card have antenna that allows the transfer of data to take place. Most of the contactless cards obtain their power for the embedded microchip through the proximity of the electromagnetic signal.
The ideal range for this to happen is about two to three inches, making this type of card the card of choice for use in point of sale type situations.
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There are also two additional categories of cards in use today. They are the Hybrid and Combi cards. The Hybrid card has two chips, each having a respective contact and contactless interface. While the two chips are not connected, they serve their separate purposes for the industry. The newer Combi card has a single embedded chip, but in this case has both a contact and contactless interface. The advantage to having the Combi card is it allows access to either chip interface, contact or contactless, with a very high level of security (inherent in its design architecture). In particular, these features alone make the Combi card attractive to the banking industry and to the military that have a need for such security. 4 The embedded chip found in smart cards typically falls into one of two categories. These are memory chips and microprocessor chips. Memory chips can be thought of as being similar to a floppy disk (due to their data holding size), but it should be noted they have optional security components. Using current technology, the memory card can hold from 103 bits to 32,000 bits of data. As technology improves, we can expect that the data storage capability for these cards will increase from 32K to 64K to 128K, and so on. The memory cards are less expensive to manufacture than the microprocessor cards, with the resulting trade-off being a decrease in data management security. The memory card depends on the inherent security found in the card reader, and would be best suited to applications requiring only low to medium security.
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The microprocessor chip has the advantage of being able to add, delete and alter the data being stored in its memory. This type of card can be viewed as a miniature computer with an input/output port, an operating system, and a small hard disk drive, but minus the usual keyboard and monitor. The microprocessor chips are available in 8, 16, and 32 bit architectures, with data storage range currently up to 32K bytes of data. Again as with the memory card, advances in semiconductor technology should see the amount of data storage increase. 6 The basic standards that all smart cards adhere to is ISO 7816, part 1-10. These standards describe in detail all aspects of each card such as the physical size, electrical components and requirements, mechanical interfaces, and the particular software applications to be used. The smart card envisioned for use by the DoD will have an integrated circuit chip containing 32K of data storage and memory, a linear (Code 39) barcode, a two-dimensional (PDF 417) barcode, a magnetic stripe, and a color digital photograph. Color-coding of DoD smart cards will indicate the status of that individual. White will be used for U.S. citizen civilian employees, U.S. citizen military personnel, non-U.S. citizens serving in the U.S. Armed Forces who have been lawfully admitted to the United States for permanent residence, and U.S. citizen employees and foreign national employees of DoD contractors who have been identified and approved as emergency personnel for the purpose of deploying with U.S. forces overseas and who would be subject to capture. Red will be used to identify foreign national personnel, including DoD contractor employees (other than those issued a white card as outlined above). Green will be issued to U.S.
personnel of DoD contractors (other than those issued a white card as outlined above). Multiple technologies exist on the card to allow the use of a myriad of software applications in the near future.
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Crucial to many potential users, and in particular the DoD, is the ability of the smart card to use the Public Key Infrastructure (PKI). Basically, the processes, all the hardware and software, the people associated with the registration, generation, distribution of various security certificates are all lumped under the umbrella of PKI. In simple terms, PKI will allow smart cards to verify a user to a computer network, or to another user who might access smart card data. There are also various levels of this assurance that can be embedded within the card, driven entirely by the need for a particular level of security.
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Applications for smart cards appear to only be limited by their current technology. Because of their ability to hold encrypted data, the cards have found favor with both the financial industries and the military. There are also over 300,000,000 mobile telephones that use the smart card technology to enhance security and store subscriber information. The individual telephone is personalized whenever the user inserts his smart card into the unit, immediately identifying the telephone to the network. It will also allow for precise, personalized billing information, and will store data useful to the consumer such as frequently called numbers and minutes used.
Similarly, almost every satellite -mini-dish" receiver uses smart card technology. Using the security features built into each card, companies such as DirecTV and EchoStar have leveraged a key advantage in reducing fraud. Currently, there are over four million of these cards in use in the United States, and millions more to be found in Europe and Asia. The biggest commercial success, though, for smart cards has to be their use in the worldwide financial industry. In France, every Visa debit card has an embedded chip (over 25,000,000 cards). Germany also has about 40,000,000 cards being used in the banking industry. Using the -electronic purse" capability inherent with smart cards, the Proton company through its banking partners has issued over 25,000,000 electronic purse cards in several countries. Finally, there are over 100 countries in the world that have either reduced or completely eliminated coins from their pay telephone systems by instead issuing customers smart cards. Similar programs are also being implemented in Germany, France, United Kingdom, Brazil, Mexico and China. To say that smart cards have become a pervasive force in the financial industry would thus be an unqualified understatement.
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These same technologies can be used to a large degree in various military applications. As discussed in the following chapters, the DoD sought to use smart cards as debit cards, for identification purposes, and also to allow access to secure computer networks. 
Implementing Smart Cards in the DoD
There were many reasons for the DoD to get involved in the technology known as smart cards. Having seen the resounding success that the civilian banking and finance industries had enjoyed with smart cards (especially overseas), the DoD's interest in the technology was peaked.
While the DoD saw limitless possibilities for this technology, the senior leadership within DoD was intent on ensuring there was competitiveness between smart card contractors to enable the government to garner the best possible price when purchasing the cards in bulk. Additionally, they were compelled to ensure the widest possible use of this technology, not only throughout the DoD, but other federal government agencies as well. This chapter provides the details of the DoD effort, and outlines in particular the mechanisms used to implement this huge undertaking. personnel. It will also be the principal card used to enable physical access to buildings and controlled spaces and will be used to gain access to the Department's computer networks and systems. This card would accommodate an integrated circuit chip and also contain such other relevant media as a magnetic stripe and bar codes." The DoD also developed a Mission Need Statement (MNS) that quantified the requirement for smart cards. Citing the fact that -computers are increasingly used for planning, control and analyzing the military's operational, administrative, personnel, medical and logistic support functions. To a large degree, the effectiveness of computers is a function of the quality of the provided input data. To derive maximum benefit from DoD's vast installed computer base, timely and accurate data collection and retrieval is required."
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The MNS specified the initial target audience for smart cards would be as outlined in Secretary Hamre's memorandum-DoD active duty and Reservists. Key applications that would be supported by using the smart cards were identified as identification and tracking of personnel within a secured area, in-transit visibility (ITV) of personnel (as is related to mobilization activities and the movements of military personnel into and out of a theater of operation), tracking time and attendance, health care applications, training records and a validated electronic signature.
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A core aspect of the DoD smart card initiative centers around interoperability. As used here, interoperability refers to the cooperative processing of an application using specific software, hardware, various generations of cards and terminals, and a plethora of administrative and operating procedures. To this end, DoD strove to establish an interoperable environment for smart cards, which would enable flexibility at all levels of service delivery. It was hoped from the beginning that PKI held the mechanism for achieving government-wide interoperability, especially at the higher application level. With this as a backdrop, the Navy developed several documents that were to become the foundation for the smart card effort in DoD.
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The Navy, lead agency for smart cards, developed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the General Services Administration (GSA), and also drafted a Strategic Plan for implementing smart cards. The MOU between the GSA and the Navy established a Multiple Agency Program (MAP) which intended to provide economies of effort as smart cards were being tested and implemented within DoD. Specifically, the MAP allowed economies of scale when purchasing smart card software and hardware, ensured interoperability across DoD and leveraged each agency's investment towards common software applications.
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The Navy's Strategic Plan also contained a key provision that not only sought to provide smart card The DoD began its first major test of smart cards when they were used in 1998 during a large, bilateral exercise between the United States and Thailand known as Cobra Gold. This exercise is designed to ensure regional peace in a large geographic area, and as such, one of the key exercise components involved mobilization of active duty and RC military personnel. The exercise was conducted from 19 May to 1 June 1998, and served as the first in-depth measure for how successful smart cards would or would not be. Since the crux of this exercise would be the movement of large amounts of personnel in to and out of Thailand, smart cards were used primarily in aircraft manifesting to determine if they would prove to be beneficial. Command; and RC units from the Army, Navy, Air Force and the Marines. Of these total numbers, some 500 Reservists were issued smart cards to determine if they could be easily melded into the process. 4 The objectives to be tested during Cobra Gold were many. In particular, the DoD wanted to:
� Learn overall smart card performance � Develop lessons learned to improve smart cards use for the future � Evaluate reductions in the cost of logistics products � Identify any increased value of logistics products � Determine any long-term infrastructure savings from using smart cards as a business process improvement 5 The methodology to collect data during this test was varied. Surveys, interviews, observations and specific diagnostics were run to determine the success of smart cards during the exercise. Particular tools used would also hopefully shed light on the usefulness of smart cards.
These tools were business case analysis, activity based costing, process flow mapping and business process improvement. Constraints in the test were specific as to resources, times and locations. Events used during the test included mass issuance, tracking, access control and manifesting. The actual participants included cardholders, system users, process experts database managers, commanders, end users of the products and technical representatives. The final result, overall performance, cost reduction (if any), quality and value assessment, lessons learned, data collection and implementation methods would all be captured in the hopes that this exercise would serve as the benchmark for continued use of the cards. Cobra Gold also allowed for the smart card test team and the participants to review the following applications and products:
Applications Products
Card Cobra Gold provided the DoD with the spark it was looking for with regard to the success of smart cards. What was originally a tedious, labor intensive process (manifesting military personnel for deployment), went from a previous six to eight hour job to approximately 30-45 minutes total. Other savings were equally as impressive. Previously, daily manpower reports required a lot of -hands-on" administrative work; in this test, smart cards were found to reduce the man-hour -cost" by as much as 50 per cent. Similarly, logistics products also improved.
Accuracy rates went from 80 percent to 100 percent, and allowed for real-time information, widespread availability and visibility, but perhaps most noteworthy was the intrinsic value of quality of life for the warfighter.
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Smart card use during Cobra Gold also provided other tangible savings through specific business process improvements. For example, there were reduced administrative overhead costs.
The Tanker/Airlift Control Element (TALCE) saw a three to five person billet reduction due to smart card use, and similar savings of up to three billets were realized in the personnel area.
There were also cost savings noted in the logistics area through reduced support and equipment costs, and most noteworthy was the reduced -in-transit" time afforded by smart cards. During Cobra Gold, the participants noted they spent less time overall but received the same training value, and estimated they would save a minimum of eight to twelve hours per unit per exercise.
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Smart cards also allowed for savings specifically in the manifest process, typically allowing for the manifest time to be within the mechanical turnaround time of the aircraft. This factor itself was so significant that it allowed for reduced rental charges for support equipment, improved the quality of life for those previously waiting long periods of time, and most importantly, allowed for more training time, not time spent in a business process. There were also improvements noted in the raw logistics information collected. Smart card data allowed for increased flexibility in dealing with aircraft cancellations and schedule changes (exercise or real), provided real-time in-transit visibility of the personnel assets, and afforded the ability to react to changes as in this exercise when a non-combatant evacuation was tasked. As with other areas already noted, the logistic community expected these process improvements could reduce the number of billets required in future exercises.
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The savings that were discovered by using smart cards during Cobra Gold, however, were not expeted to manifest themselves with only one use per year. Rather, real savings would occur if such a program were applied across the DoD. Data from Cobra Gold provided estimates indicating that if ten similar exercises were conducted, DoD would realize over $2,000,000 in cost avoidance over five years due to reduced travel, per diem and rental costs. These savings could be achieved primarily due to the reduced number of personnel required to accomplish aircraft manifesting, personnel tracking, and report preparation. Overall manpower savings (per similar event) was estimated to be eleven.
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While this was the first real opportunity to have Reservists from various service branches participate in smart card issuance, many Reservists still showed up for the exercise without a card. It was determined that many of them (or their unit) never got notified of the new procedure. Despite these minor setbacks, the summary report from the exercise stated that the -smart card proved to be the enabling tool for process improvement and to create cost savings, improve quality of life, and enhance mission readiness". It was also felt that were smart cards to continue their foray into other applications such as food service, medical and dental, similar returns on investment would be realized.
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The Air Force has had success with smart cards as well. Two programs in particular have allowed the Air Force to determine first-hand whether or not smart cards will meet the demands placed on them by subjecting them to real tests in an operational environment. The first is called the Supply Asset Tracking System (SATS). SATS is a front-end application used in conjunction with the standard base supply system. In this application, smart cards are used by providing realtime visibility over assets located within base supply. Currently, SATS at Shaw AFB, South Carolina, Eglin AFB, Florida, Aviano Air Base, Italy, and Ramstein Air Base, Germany are using smart cards. In each case and at each location, smart cards are providing the electronic authentication and authorization required of the cardholder to receive the assets from base supply. Previously, a labor intensive, paper based system performed the function now being done with smart cards. Thus far, it appears to be successful. The most pervasive influence of this technology has come from the banking and financial industries. Seeing the utility of the security and cost benefits that could be garnered from such technology, France, Germany and the United Kingdom literally -dumped" smart cards into the public's hands to foster their acceptance. The sell was relatively easy; rather than fishing in pockets, purses and briefcases for currency, the consumer could now use a smart card for many of his everyday financial transactions. Consumers quickly fell in love with them due to their utility and security, and banks liked the inherent fraud protection offered by the cards. With so many positive aspects inherent in smart cards, it was not long before they attracted the attention of United States industries, and soon after, the DoD.
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The DoD began using smart cards slowly, intent on taking advantage of two key components. First, they wanted to explore all aspects of the card's capability, and second, they wanted to ensure compatibility through the Department. The DoD soon appointed the U. S.
followed suit and the technology has not disappointed. As previously indicated from the Cobra Gold exercise, despite some minor setbacks, smart cards offered the DoD significant savings in business processes, dollars and personnel. As expected, the DoD is on-track to issue nearly four million smart cards to active duty personnel and Reservists. Most significantly, though, is in the smart card's future potential. As technology improves, smart cards will be used for a myriad of processes that will further reduce the need for human intervention. But herein lies a caution: as noted in this paper, we need to ensure from the beginning that the databases smart cards will access are updated and current. For example, there will have to be a concerted effort to ensure Reservist's information, in whatever form is needed, is input into the various databases used by smart cards. As we saw in the Cobra Gold test from several years ago, many of the Reservists never received a smart card for the test as word never reached them or their unit. Similarly, the unique participation requirements of each reservist puts them potentially at risk for being excluded in the smart card implementation effort. Each program manager at each command and unit must be aware of this initial implementation effort, and see this as a -call to action". It is imperative that RC personnel data is checked for accuracy, and that each RC member is fully aware of the intent of this new program. Similarly, program managers and Air Reserve Personnel Center (ARPC) staff must work diligently with the Air
